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Year 9                   Physical Education                          Time: 1:30min 

 

 

Name_________________________                     Class:____________________ 

 

 

 

 

Section A Section B Section C Section D Total marks 

Theory Paper 

80% 

16 16 36 12 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

Theory Paper 

40% 

Practical Paper 60% Final Score 

100% Hockey 20% Athletics 

Running 20% 

Athletics 

Jumping 20% 
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Section A           Skill acquisition, movement and physical activities (16%) 

 

1. One of the main responsibilities of a coach  is  

a. To do a warm up 

b. To help some one 

c. To do a physical education lesson 

d. To prepare  a performer in the correct technique 

 

2. A coaching aid which is useful for coaching is 

a. Videos, books, demonstrations 

b. Dieticians 

c. Psychiatrists 

d. All the above 

 

3. The teacher is the person who 

a. Introduces people to physical activities 

b. Has the responsibilities to develop skills 

c. Starts with basic introductory work 

d. All the above 

 

4. A training deals with  

a. Performers who have specialized and reached a high level in a particular 

sport 

b. School children 

c. Elderly 

d. All the above 

 

Hockey 

1. A hockey team consists of  

a. 11 players 

b. 10 players 

c. 5 players 

d. 7 players 
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2. A hockey game consists of 

a. Two halves of 10 minutes each 

b. Two halves of 35 minutes each 

c. Two halves of 20 minutes each 

d. Two halves of 45 minutes each 

 

3. A green card in hockey means 

a. 5 minutes out of the game 

b. 2 minutes out of the game 

c. Expulsion from the game 

d. 1 minute out of the game 

 

4. An injector is that player 

a. That starts play during penalty 

b. Stops ball outside shooting area 

c. Start the game from the centre of the field 

e. All the above 

 

Athletics 

1. Before the start of the 100m race athletes should 

a. Stand in line next to each other 

b. Be in their own lane 

c. Face track on the straight line 

d. All the above 

 

2. A sprinter will be disqualified 

a. If she/he pushes other athlete while running 

b. Makes a false start 

c. Runs on the line of the lane 

d. All the above 

 

3. Why do sprinters dip finish at the end of the race? 

a. Time stops when chest crosses finish line 

b. Time stops when head and arms crosses finish line 

c. Time stops when feet crosses finish line 

d. All of the above 
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4. With  the ‘on your marks’ command 

a. Athlete must stand up 

b. Athlete must look ahead 

c. An athlete must have one knee touching the ground 

d. An athlete must start running 

 

5. Which of the following phases of high jump require explosive strength 

a. Run up 

b. Approach 

c. Take off 

d. Landing  

 

6. The breaking line rule in the 800m race means 

a. The athletes can run all the race in any lane 

b. After the first 100m the athletes can move to the inner lane 

c. Breaking the race into quarters 

d. The athletes will run behind each other 

 

7. In the preparatory phase a shot putter should rest the shot  

a. With both hands 

b. At the tip of the fingers 

c. On the base of the fingers 

d. On the palm of the hand 

 

8. Putting the shot means 

a. Holding the shot firmly in your hand 

b. Pushing the shot from the shoulder 

c. Putting shot on the ground 

d. Pushing the shot from the base of the neck 

 

 

Section B                   Health Related Fitness (16%) 

 

1. Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing. State 

whether the following are physical, social or mental wellbeing.                                                      

(4 marks -1/2 each) 
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A You have enough food, clothing and shelter  

B You have friends and support  

C Illness and injury  

D Able to enjoy yourself  

E Able to control emotions  

F A believe you have some value in society  

G Able to cope with stress  

H  Losing your job  

 

 

2. True or False                                                             (7 marks) 

a. A healthy lifestyle means a way of life that promotes good health.  

_____________ 

b. Fitness is the ability to meet the demands of the environment. 

_______________ 

c. Exercise  is an activity you do to improve your health and fitness 

_______________ 

d. Agility is the  ability to hold a position without wobbling or falling over 

___________ 

e. Cardiovascular endurance is the ability of the heart and lungs to keep 

going for a long period of time ____________________ 

f. Factors such as age and sex which affect fitness cannot be changed 

____________ 

g. We are all born with an inherited body type, which can be altered to an 

extent, through training _______________ 

 

3. Mark the type of strengths used in these situations:    

   Static strength     dynamic strength        explosive strength             (5marks) 

a. Defender moving to block an attacker  ________________________ 

b. Spiking in volleyball ______________________________________ 

c. Holding a heavy weight over your head _______________________ 

d. Batting  a ball in softball ___________________________________ 

e. Dribbling a football _______________________________________ 
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Section C       Body systems and performance (36%) 

1. What type of bones are these?                                  (8marks) 

                    

            long            short       flat             irregular 

a Metacarpals  

b Tarsals  

c Sternum  

d Vertebrae  

e Radius  

f Phalanges  

g Scapula  

h Clavicle  

 

2. The skeleton protects internal organs. Name the bones that protect the 

following organs: 

                                                                                                        (3marks) 

a. Brain  

b. Heart and lungs  

c. Spinal cord  

 

3. Answer the following questions.                                    (8 marks) 

a. Write down two functions of the skeleton. 

_______________________________________________________ 

b. Red cells are formed in long bones where in the bone does this take place?  

_______________________________________________________ 

c. What is a joint? 

_______________________________________________________ 

d. Without synovial joints, you could not run. Explain. 

_______________________________________________________ 

e. Explain why strong bones are important for a weight lifter. 

_______________________________________________________ 

f. Why the bottom two pairs of ribs are call floating ribs? 

_______________________________________________________ 

g. What are the two top vertebrae called? 

_______________________________________________________ 
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h. Why is our backbone flexible and also very strong? 

Flexible - _____________________________________________ 

Strong -______________________________________________ 

 

 

4. Match                             (6 marks) 

a Cartilage   A small gap between bones filled with 

synovial fluid 

b Ligaments   Holds bones together and protects the joint 

c Tendons   White, flexible and strong cords and straps 

that connect muscles to bones 

d Joint cavity  Protects bones and stops them knocking 

together 

e Synovial membrane  Oozes a slippery liquid called synovial fluid 

f Joint capsule  Strong cords that lash bones together 

 

 

5. Fill in by following the examples given                               (11 marks) 

 A     Elbow joint B        Shoulder joint C      Knee joint 

Type of 

joint 

Hinge   

Bones at 

joint 

Ulna/humerus   

Movement Flexion/extension   

 

 D    Thumb joint E Joint between 

carpals 

F     Neck joint 

Type of 

joint 

   

Bones at 

joint 

Carpals/metacarpals Carpals in the hand  

movement Abduction/adduction A little gliding in all 

directions 
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Section D       Sports in society (12%) 

 

1. Name an activity that you do in your leisure time. 

__________________________________________________________ 

2. Give one reason why has leisure time been increasing recently? 

__________________________________________________________ 

3. Who provide leisure services? 

__________________________________________________________ 

4. Recreation can mean relaxing or amusing yourself but it can also mean doing 

something which is active and healthy. Name two such activities. 

__________________________________________________________ 

5. Why do people choose to be physically active during their leisure time? 

__________________________________________________________ 

6. Your local council have just opened a swimming pool in your village.  

Identify three different ‘user groups’ who might be making use of this new 

swimming pool. 

______________________________________________________________ 

7. Name one problem that the local council might have to face when trying to 

make provision for a leisure activity. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

8. Name two leisure trends that have developed rapidly in your country. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


